
 

1 Part I

Under DC excitations we know the inductor

behaves as a short circuit Therefore we have

Ittpoint

Tom From the picture

in If
he deduce that
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Part II
Next we transform the

arait into the s domain

using a voltage source
to account for the initial

condition
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Part II
The open await voltage

as seen from 0
is also the voltage chop seen by theRzftp.nt
impedance since there is no ament through

the R2 impedance Therefore we can use

voltage division to find
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Part IV
To find the

short circuit ament transform

we draw the arait
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So the short avant ament is the one

seen by the impedance Rz Itspoint

Note that
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Therefore
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PartV
From Part III we already know
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To find the egrintent impedance we set
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So the Theremin gumtent looks
like
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2 Part I

We convert the ara it to the s domain

using a current source to take care of the
initial condition since we are going to

use nodal analysis

Itspoint

Now we only have 1 voltage source
to take

care of With the choice of ground
we actually

have
Itt pointVA Vis

Therefore we only need to write
KCL for

Modes B C and D



KCL BO

VB VA VB Vb aVx tosspoint

KCL
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KCL DO
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Finally we deal with the presenceof the

dependent source
tosspoint
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This gives us
a total of 5 egs in 5 unknown
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Part II
We convert the await to

the s domain

using a voltage source to take care of the

initial condition since we're going to use

mesh analysis



Its point

We have one problem to take care of the
current source Since it belongs to two meshes

we use a supermush definedby
It Ipoint

Iz Iz aVx

KUL for the supermush
is

R Ist Ry Iz Rz Iz Iz R2 I Iz Nils
Itt point

We also write KUL for mesh 2
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Finally we deal with the presenceof the



dependent source
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So we have 4 egs in 4 onknowns Is I I
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Part III
We have
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3 Part I
We are already given the information

about

the initial condition of the inductor so we

proceed directly to draw the
armit in the

s domain Fomin
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Tttpointfor
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I pointfor
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Part II
We use the node labels in our plot abore

Rightaway we see that
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This takes care of the two voltage sources which



as we know are problems to setup node

voltage egs

We next set up KCL for nodes BO d but

not for the output node of the op amp
instead

using ideal equations Itoispoint
Kcc
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Ideal conditions mean that
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solving fr Y in the first equation we

obtain
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Doing the same in the second equation
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Equating and solving for VB Ve we get
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Substituting into the first expression fr
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Part III

We substitute the valves provided toget

Vols 4 Iz t Is Epting

We use partial fractions for
the first

expression
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Using residues
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B shy staff she 3

Therefore

Vols 3 It It Is
Its
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The inese Laplace transform
is givenby

Volte f é 4 et Ut Its
point

Part IV
o the input has a pole

at s 2 Therefore

the forced response is
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and the wartime response is
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ii if we time the input
to zero then

CHE Es
so the zero input response is

0.5
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Consequently the zero state response
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4 Part I

Both blocks are inverting opamps so

the transfer functions can be readily
obtained from

Tds É TEELSL
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Part II
Yes both block 1 Shrek 2 or Shelblock1

give rise to the same transfer function Ethong
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This is because there is no loading in



either configuration Both blocks have

Zero output impedance and that makes

sure that whoever the second stage is

it doesn't load the first stage At point

Part II
Both configurations have the same

toursfer function No matter what
we use

when we connect it like

ve Atef Ffropamp
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we observe that there is trading stye
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will had stage 1 This explains why
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Pat N
We want to design a arant whose transfer

fonetion is

Task REEF
with a single opamp

Note that

Ettpoint
TG Rtp
So we can employ a non inverting opamp
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The advantage of this design is that it
has 0 output impedance and o input
impedance Therefore when

we connect it

with the source amit we obtain

HEAD W
Vis ETC E Etpoint

Er
Vols TG Vy s which is the desired

output

Part V

We have Task Sgt
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Given what we know from freparey response
we love
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